A WORD OF WARNING

Prevention is no substitute for a diligent watch on the part of the farmers and their neighbors. The Federal government has been very active in this respect, and there is no need to rely on local action. The farmers are urged to be on the lookout for any signs of a possible crop failure.

A MAN NAMED WILSON holds the position of secretary of agriculture in the United States. He would have, which honorable men would say, be a police officer. Wilson has been holding the position for years, and it has been steadily growing in importance. He is now drawing a salary as an official of the government, and his duties are of a confidential nature. The recent graft inquiry revealed that the name of Wilson had been used to defraud the government in connection with some large contracts. The question is, whether the name of Wilson should continue to be used in connection with such matters.

"TRACK HAS BEEN DECLARED."

The disposition to be made of these cases is for the Secretary of the Interior to determine. The investigating committee has reported that there is no evidence of any violation of the law.

"SOCIALIST MEETING WAS ATTRACTING TOO BIG A CROWD."

The Kansas City Journal has reported that the Socialist meeting was attracting too big a crowd. The newspaper says that the meeting was held in a large hall and that the hall was filled to capacity.

"NO MAN IS GREAT ENOUGH OR RICH ENOUGH TO GET THIS PAPER ON CREDIT OR FOR A LONGER TIME THAN PAID FOR."
The Jungle

Written for the Appeal to Reason by Upton Sinclair, author of "Massachusetts." Copyright, 1906.

CHAPTER XVII

JAT was the way they died! There was not half a man in that room with a mind to live. They had no mind, no heart. They lived from day to day, hoping from hand to mouth. The nearest thing to a purpose in life was to drink—some of them were drunk the moment they got up. Some of them could not have a job without a drink. The nearest thing to a purpose in life was to...
**Confession of Capitalism**

By Edwin Arnold Bronson

This perplexing proposition makes my learned professor a scratchy fellow. I do not like or appreciate the idea of our society being based on slavery. Nor do I like the idea of our society being based on the idea of who is better than whom. But I do like the idea of our society being based on the idea of who is more prosperous than whom.

We are all in this together. We are all working to make this world a better place. We are all working to make this world a more prosperous place. We are all working to make this world a more equal place.
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